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INTRODUCTION 

In addition to the pharmaceutical industry, it is possible to speculate that other industries, such as public health, may also 

have profited from the early warning of the pandemic. Emerging technology is reshaping not just new means for providing healthcare 

but also operations, research, and new methods of providing healthcare. As a direct consequence of this, a variety of companies have 

developed cutting-edge methods for the early diagnosis of illness and the provision of preventative medical treatment using a wide 

range of methodologies. It is also usual practice to make use of a variety of other cutting-edge technologies, such as artificial 

intelligence (AI), data analytics, bioprinting, system biotechnology, and a great deal of other examples. As a consequence of this, the 

creation of one-of-a-kind technologies will unquestionably supply pharmaceutical companies with the essential support they require to 

encourage development, present novel ideas, and work toward enhancing public health through the introduction of enhanced services 

and solutions.  Although it was formerly thought that a perfect society would accept new technologies with open arms, this point of 

view is becoming less popular in favor of the notion that technological advancement is impossible without the inclusion of such 

innovations.             

 More than seventy percent of respondents to a survey that was carried out by Global Data a couple of years ago anticipated 

that the use of intelligent technology will have the most significant influence on the production of medicines. In this issue of 

Pharmaceutical Technology, we take a look at some of the technological developments and activities that may bring about significant 

shifts in the pharmaceutical industry by the time 2023 is through. Traditional pharmaceutical companies have been slow to accept new 

technologies, but recent breakthroughs in health care provide evidence that the sector is getting ready to go through a significant 

paradigm change. Pharmaceutical companies are increasingly adopting cutting-edge technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), 

augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), big data (Big Data), and 3-D printing drugs in order to create individualized products, 

hasten research and development (R&D), and enhance user experience (UX). Other examples of these technologies include big data 

(Big Data), and virtual reality (VR).         

 According to the findings of a survey that was carried out by Global Data in the preceding year, the pharmaceutical industry 

is of the opinion that the use of intelligent technology would have the greatest influence on the production of drugs. At least seventy 

percent of people who participated in the survey had this viewpoint. It is projected that the pharmaceutical industry will keep 

adjusting to new circumstances and undergoing rapid change in order to keep up with the increasing demand for medical services in 

different parts of the world.  

 

High Demand for Qualified Healthcare Developers 

As a consequence of the digital revolution that is occurring inside the pharmaceutical business, the need for software 

developers in the healthcare sector is growing. There is a larger need for pharmaceutical software as a direct result of the expanding 

number of pharmaceutical companies now operating in the market.       

 The use of information technology in the pharmaceutical industry helps businesses to improve efficiency and increase 

revenue. In this industry, there is a wide variety of software that may be utilized for a variety of purposes, such as the distribution of 

medications, the creation of new drugs, the administration of supply chains, and the quality control of pharmaceuticals. 

 The need for healthcare developers is expected to stay relatively unchanged over the next few years as a result of the 

significant growth in the pharmaceutical industry. Consider this for a moment: analysts estimated that the worldwide market for 

pharmaceuticals would reach $1.42 trillion in the year 2021. Furthermore, it was $390 billion when we looked back ten years ago. 

TRENDS IN PHARMA HEALTHTECH THAT WILL CHANGE THE INDUSTRY 

The below-mentioned medication research and formulation technologies are now seeing rapid expansion with the intention of 

improving patient adherence. The investments made by companies from other industries have resulted in an increase in both the capacity and 

the lead time of these industries. 

1. Artificial Intelligence 

2. Integration of Wearable Technology 



3. Management of Data and Analytical Processes 

4. Procedures with a Single Intended Use 

5. Precision Medicine 

6. Data from the Real World 

7. AR-VR 

8. IoT Integration  

9. Blockchain Integration  

10. 3-D Printing medicines 

11. Quantum Computing 

12. Technology for Continuous Production of Goods  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Medication research and formulation technologies 

1. Artificial intelligence & Machine Learning 

 

 
Figure 2: AI in Pharmacy 

In the medical sector, artificial intelligence is becoming more and more significant. Grand View Research's analysis revealed 

that between 2018 and 2025, the artificial intelligence (AI) healthcare market is expected to grow at an astounding Compound Annual 

Growth Rate (CAGR) of 41.5%. 

The immense predictive and data-analytic capabilities of AI are already being used to benefit the industry. Professionals in 

the healthcare sector may now use AI technology to apply patterns in data sets to better understand the effects, advantages, and 

success rates of new pharmaceuticals before they are put on the market. 

The British start-up Pangaea Data combines machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) technology for application 

in real-world evidence (RWE) investigations and clinical trials. Pangea Data uses software that is powered by machine learning (ML) 

to identify patients. This tool examines medical notes that are difficult to read as well as electronic health data. Additionally, the 

company is attempting to create a library of AI models that will cover a wide range of illness categories. 
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Single-Use Processes 

Data Management & Analytics 

Wearable Tech Integration 

Real World Data 

Precision Medicine 

AR-VR 
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IOT Integration 

Quantum Computing 
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A Canadian start-up company called Invivo AI conducts research on novel drugs and chooses the most promising candidates 

for use in the development of new medications using cutting-edge machine learning techniques like representation and few-shot 

learning (extrapolating conclusions from short quantities of data). These procedures eliminate the need for massive datasets, which 

considerably speeds up the process of finding new drugs. 

“  Without a doubt, machine learning and artificial intelligence will be the next big things in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Healthcare organizations are already using AI to automate repetitive tasks like data entry, lab test analysis, data management, analysis 

of healthcare systems to find flaws or inefficiencies, medical consultations provided by AI-based applications, medication 

management controlled by an AI-based system, etc. Machine learning is used in research on clinical trials, personalized medicine, the 

identification of rare diseases, the development of novel medications, radiography, and radiation planning in addition to the detection 

and diagnosis of disease.  

What has to be determined is how AI and ML will impact the upcoming transformation in the pharmaceutical business as a 

whole. Since the pharmaceutical sector has a lot of data silos that contain patient information, these technologies really have the most 

potential to change things in the future. For instance, it will take months to watch how a drug affects the behaviors of thousands of 

people, however it will simply take seconds to study how a medicine impacts billions of simulations of the physiology of the human 

body that have been built from patient records.  

It is anticipated that most, if not all, pharmaceutical research and development procedures would make use of AI and ML. 

The percentage of attempts to create new treatments that are successful must thus increase, and the R&D processes must become more 

efficient. Theoretically, AI might also assist in precisely identifying the patient subgroup that would benefit from a certain drug. It's 

probable that taking this measure may lead to a timely and successful launch in addition to a significant drop in the failure rate. 

However, in order to get there, the current research and development approaches will need to be changed. It is more important to 

confirm the findings than to try to figure out how artificial intelligence computers solve a problem. 

 

2. Wearable health devices 

 
Figure 3: Wearable health devices 

 

In recent years, pharmaceutical corporations all around the world have come to the conclusion that simply generating and 

researching pharmaceuticals is no longer sufficient. Recent developments indicate that they must provide a full bundle in addition to 

only the physical aspect of their medications. These digital products—mobile health apps, gadgets, or services—that could be 

prescribed by a doctor or included with a prescription medication are already referred to as "around the pill" options. 

Some packages include a wearable monitoring gadget and an app that patients can use to get good feedback from their 

doctors and from the app's automatic, personalised feedback. We already have a variety of remote patient monitoring tools that enable 

clinicians to check blood pressure, glucose, and other vital signs as well as chronic illnesses like diabetes and asthma. 

Apps that help people manage chronic conditions through exercise, find free medical facilities and clinics, order medications 

online, check for drug interactions between various medications, connect patients in social networks, and more are already 

commonplace in app stores. Pharma businesses can now do more with wearable technology integration than just create, promote, and 

sell pharmaceuticals. The use of technology allows patients more control over how they manage their ailments and make important 

choices. 

It is now typical to find apps in app stores that assist users in managing chronic diseases through exercise, locating free 

medical facilities and clinics, ordering prescriptions online, checking for drug interactions between different medications, connecting 

patients in social networks, and many other functions.         

 With wearable technology integration, pharmaceutical companies can now accomplish more than just produce, market, and 

sell drugs. The use of technology gives patients greater influence over how they treat their conditions and make crucial decisions. 

With the aid of the device, patients may log in and carry out easy tasks that let them monitor their blood sugar levels. The method 

offers patients a better experience than simply waiting for answers and is original, useful, and efficient. 

Furthermore, lengthy procedures for document authentication and other types of verification can be eliminated via mobile 

apps that link patients with health insurance providers. Through a smartphone app, insurance firms are able to obtain prescriptions and 

other medical records from their customers, which they use to determine whether or not a certain expense is covered by insurance. 



Hence, more digital apps are coming with the rising of new technologies. Undoubtedly, healthcare apps are the next big thing for 

pharmaceutical industries. 

 

3. Data Management & Analytics 

One of the main obstacles to the commercialization of novel pharmaceuticals is the expense of research and development. A 

novel molecular molecule or biological treatment, for instance, may cost as much as $2.6 billion to develop. Lack of appropriate drug 

development and distribution has a cascading effect that makes it difficult to treat patients. Researchers in the pharmaceutical industry 

can accelerate the discovery and dissemination of novel medicines by utilising big data to shorten exploration cycles. 

 Big data can also be used to predict a drug's side effects, which cut down on the time needed for clinical studies. Shortening 

R&D cycles can help patients pay less for their prescriptions because the expenditures of research and development drive up the price 

of medications. By combining big data with a machine learning system that can test and analyse different medications, Carnegie 

Mellon University is enhancing research and development. Technology can speed up the drawn-out discovery and development 

process. 

 

4. Single-Use Processes 

Single-use technology (SUT) is becoming more widely used in pharmaceutical businesses' manufacturing processes. The 

industry is continuing to change as more players become aware of the amazing benefits of this technology.   

 High-level processes can be facilitated at a greater scale using bioreactors powered by SUT. Technology also enables the 

production of more dependable goods, which eliminates the need to sterilise containers. 

Pharmaceutical businesses that already use SUT report quicker turnaround and development periods as well as streamlined operations 

due to the reduced maintenance procedures. 

In contrast to stainless setups, which can take several days, equipment that runs on SUT is simple to set up, taking just one or 

two hours. Furthermore, there is no requirement for sterilisation validations, annual cleaning, or minimal monitoring, thus system 

maintenance is rather simple. It is simple to maintain a sterile production environment using single-use methods since they lower the 

possibility of product cross-contamination. 

SUT is a relatively new technology, yet because of how useful it is, pharmaceutical companies cannot ignore it. More 

pharmaceutical companies will go on board in 2023 and beyond because SUT has a promising future. Single-use bioreactors are 

becoming a more and more common method of streamlining procedures. 

 

5. Precision Medicine 

A novel approach to illness diagnosis, treatment, and prevention is provided by precision medicine. This technology aids 

physicians in making precise, fact-based recommendations by using the patient's DNA and lifestyle. By 2024, the market for precision 

medicine will be worth more than $96 billion, with a CAGR of 10.7%. The success of modern targeted medicines is largely 

responsible for this growth. Precision medicine will revolutionise cancer when it is completely applied, enabling patients to receive 

personalised care. 

Even if precision medicine is still in its infancy, providing patients with truly customised care would necessitate a complete 

transformation of the way medical professionals provide and create remedies. A new legislative, clinical, economic, and technical 

framework is needed for the successful application of precision medicine. By doing this, medical professionals may give the 

appropriate therapy to the appropriate patient at the appropriate time. This will be one of the year's most disruptive trends in pharma 

and healthtech, if growth predictions are to be believed. 

 

6. Real-World Data 

One of the new trends in pharma and healthtech, real-world data (RWD), is essential to making judgements about medical 

care. For instance, before making regulatory decisions, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) uses RWD in conjunction with 

real-world evidence (RWE) to assess a product's safety and pinpoint adverse events.     

 These two technologies are used by healthcare professionals to support coverage choices and establish recommendations for 

the usage of medical devices in clinical settings. Additionally, RWD and RWE are used by producers of medical products to assist 

clinical trial designs such pragmatic clinical and large simple trials. Observational research and fresh treatment approaches are both 

supported by the creators' use of RWD and RWE.         

 The health care industry may analyse data and apply the findings to improve the procedures for product development and 

approval thanks to the sophistication and analytical capabilities of RWD and RWE. 

Health-related data is gathered and stored by biosensors, computers, wearable technology, and mobile devices. As a result, 

better clinical trials can be planned and carried out thanks to the data, which helps researchers find answers to topics that were 

previously thought to be intractable. Since data is so inextricably related to technology across all sectors, we can anticipate that RWD 

will continue to be a key element of pharma healthtech trends for the foreseeable future. 

 

4. AR-VR 

AR-VR has a lot to offer the pharmaceutical industry, which is struggling to engage physicians and whose research 

timetables are being sucked dry by an expanding number of investigations. Due to their ability to create a compelling virtual world 

with fine details, AR and VR are promising technologies that can achieve a number of goals for the pharmaceutical industry.  

In contrast, the Giant pharmaceutical firm "GSK" created an augmented reality program to simulate a migraine so that others 

might better understand what a migraine patient goes through. These programs can address crucial problems in today's healthcare 

environments, such empathy and trust. This was a really great application of augmented reality.  

Only so far can AR-VR technology be used to forecast drug-target interactions. Virtual reality can increase the effectiveness 

of the pre-development phases of medicine through improved interface visualisation and subsequent molecular redesign and re-

engineering in line with site needs.  

 



 
Figure 4: AR-VR in Pharmacy 

The production sector of the pharmaceutical business may gain from AR-VR. such as remote monitoring and maintenance, 

complex machine handling training, etc. The DAQRI smart helmet was created by the California-based augmented reality company 

DAQRI and is suitable for usage in industrial situations. This product exemplifies the value of augmented reality (AR) in 

manufacturing, especially in demanding settings like pharmaceutical production.” 

 

8. IoT integration 

IoT is expanded by the Internet of Things. It is the process of incorporating the internet into devices like computers, digital 

devices, and other machinery. The devices have unique identifying numbers and may communicate data via a network.  

The main advantage of IoT is that it can execute any intermediary task without requiring a link between humans or computers. 

Several businesses and sectors are actively using IoT technologies to improve the efficiency of their processes.  

Working of IoT 

Web-enabled, Internet of Things network-connected, intelligent gadgets that include integrated hardware such as sensors, 

central processing units (CPUs), and other systems. These tools are helpful in the processes of data collection, transmission, and 

processing.  

 An Internet of Things gateway enables Internet of Things devices to communicate with one another and transmit the 

information that sensors have gathered to the cloud or another place of the user's choosing. Only the feeding instructions require 

interaction from a human, whereas all of the other steps may be completed entirely independently. 

Latest IoT technologies 

Among the most recent and cutting-edge IoT technologies include 5G technology, Blockchain, cybersecurity, digital twins, 

voice-activated digital apps, and edge computing. Other emerging technologies include digital twins. 

Integration of the internet of things can be of assistance to the manufacturing sector of the pharmaceutical business with 

activities such as the management and monitoring of materials during the creation of medications. Installing data collection devices 

that are enabled by the internet of things at shipping and receiving stations allows for the collection of data from barcodes and RFID 

tags, as well as the correlation of data from many locations, such as warehouses and manufacturing facilities, to guarantee that the 

data is accurate.  

Because of the spectacular developments in nanotechnology and IoT integration in the pharmaceutical industry, one possible 

development that might emerge in the not-too-distant future is the production of "digestible IoT Devices" as part of the process of 

making medications. This could be the beginning of a trend. These small gadgets or tablets, when paired with a sensor, would be able 

to detect how quickly and effectively medications are absorbed after being taken. Therefore, it would be beneficial for this sector if 

we could anticipate seeing further stimulation of advanced IoT integration in the not too distant future. 

 

9. Blockchain 

As a consequence of the remarkable advancements in nanotechnology and IoT integration in the pharmaceutical sector, one 

potential trend that might arise in the near future is the production of "digestible IoT Devices" during the process of making 

medications. This is one of the prospective trends that could emerge in the near future. When combined with a sensor, these minute 

devices or tablets can be put to use for the purpose of determining the rate of medication absorption as well as its efficiency.  

As a result, we have reason to believe that the stimulation of sophisticated IoT integration will occur in the not too distant 

future for the benefit of this industry. 

It is estimated that the process will take between eight and twelve years, and might go on for much longer, and will cost 

between 800 million and 2.5 billion dollars each medicine. Only one in every fifth medicine attempts is successful in making it to 

market. Return: 3.2%; just one in every three new pharmaceuticals that are introduced to the market is considered to be "profitable." 

Blockchain technology provides an opportunity to reduce these costs while also enhancing transparency and confidence for all parties 

engaged in the process. This is accomplished by protecting data relating to intellectual property. Because of the present regulations 

around intellectual property, cross-collaboration is illegal, which makes the process far more challenging. The blockchain technology 

may be able to provide a platform for the facilitation and protection of intellectual property, as well as the facilitation of payments, 

royalties, and incentive models that may drive participants to contribute ideas to the research and development process. Blockchain 

technology may also be able to facilitate the protection of intellectual property. 



Tracking helps improve the outcomes of cross-collaboration, which in turn accelerates the entire process, which in turn leads 

to faster breakthroughs and is more efficient in terms of both time and money for everyone involved. Another advantage brought 

about by blockchain technology is more transparency in the consent process for clinical trials. A digital identity that is enabled by 

blockchain will give traceability after the identity of a patient has been verified. This will improve data quality by enabling the 

monitoring of patient data that is related with a particular drug research, all while maintaining the greatest degree of data protection 

possible.  

Blockchain technology has the potential to make substantial contributions in a number of important areas. One of these areas 

is the manufacture and distribution of medicines, which may be maintained through tracking and tracing to prevent instances of fraud 

and counterfeit drugs. It is a single source of truth that may be used to trace medications, products, and medical equipment at all 

points throughout the supply chain. In addition to this, it is able to provide monetary support in the areas of price, payment, discount, 

rebate, and refund monitoring.  

To put it succinctly, the patient and customer experience will almost immediately undergo a profound transformation thanks 

to blockchain technology. As a result, companies involved in the pharmaceutical industry have to contemplate making use of the 

possibility given by blockchain. 

 

10. 3D-Printing Drugs 

 
Figure 5: 3D Printing Drug 

Until recently, 3D printing was an idea that mainly appeared in science fiction books. Zipdose, a patented process for 3D 

printing medications that enables the printing of high-dose prescriptions in a form that dissolves fast, was created by Aprecia 

medications in 2015. Now that it has gained greater traction, this idea has been applied. They were able to create Spritam, a 

medication for epilepsy, using this method later on. The first 3D-printed medication was approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration. The pharmaceutical industry's supply chain operations are anticipated to undergo a full paradigm shift if this type of 

production becomes more widespread. 

In addition, the University College London is looking at the feasibility of printing cartoon character-shaped prescriptions for 

kids. It has the potential to turn into a lucrative business opportunity if you make it simpler for them to take. 

Pharmaceutical items may be produced in three dimensions using digital designs and a technique called "3D printing." One 

of the conventional pharmaceutical techniques that has been in use for a long time is tablet compression. Traditional pharmaceutical 

techniques frequently adhere to predetermined regulatory pathways. Despite being widely used, these procedures lack the flexibility 

and process skills needed for contemporary manufacturing. Three-dimensional printing as a platform technology offers competitive 

advantages for complicated items, goods that are tailored to the needs of the client, and products that are created on demand. These 

advantages provide the possibility for enhancing the security, effectiveness, and accessibility of medicine. 

Even though traditional production techniques for solid oral dosage forms differ from 3D printing, risk-based approaches 

may still be created. By illustrating how such an understanding may be put into reality, this review demonstrates how having a solid 

understanding of items and processes may make it simpler to build control strategies for a range of 3D printing techniques. 

These recent developments may soon open up a wide range of new income and profit streams for B2B businesses engaged in 

the marketing, sales, and administration of pharmaceuticals. 

Clinical trials no longer involve the costly and time-consuming drug testing on people or animals that was formerly standard 

practice. The newest craze in the sector is "Organs on Chips." Consider a clinical study where the properties of living things can be 

precisely imitated, allowing the experiment to be completed in less time and with fewer resources while yet producing high-quality 

results. This approach, which goes under the label "silico trial," makes use of silico. It might be applied as a kind of customized 

computer simulation for regulatory evaluation, enabling the creation of a medical product, technology, or intervention. With the 

technology and biological knowledge that are now available, fully simulated clinical trials are not possible; nonetheless, it is believed 

that the development of these trials will provide significant gains over the in vivo clinical trials that are currently used. 

 



11. Quantum computing 

Despite the fact that leveraging ultra-efficient quantum computers to locate previously undiscovered compounds is a 

promising new strategy, the employment of computational approaches in the process of drug discovery is not a novel notion. Instead, 

this approach has been around for quite some time. 

In contrast to traditional computers, which make use of "bits" that can either be "on" or "off," quantum computers make use 

of "qubits," which have the ability to be "on," "off," or both at the same time. This concept is referred to as superposition. Due to the 

superposition property of quantum computers, the technology holds a great deal of promise for the development of novel medications. 

Quantum computers may significantly accelerate testing and improve forecasts in a number of ways. 

One of the companies working on commercializing drug discovery powered by quantum mechanics is the Australian-

German business known as quantum brilliance. The new venture, which began operations in 2019, is working toward the production 

of diamond quantum accelerators that are capable of simulating interactions between various molecules for the purpose of in silico 

drug creation. 

Marcus Doherty, the chief scientific officer of Quantum Brilliance, stated that "our goal for 2022 is to demonstrate the 

concept and value of distributed quantum computing (QC) for computational chemistry as part of our software stack." This objective 

is intended to be accomplished by the end of the year 2022.Doherty claims that stakeholders in the business have recognized the 

potential of QC to change medical research, despite the fact that the field is still in its infancy. According to him, the fact that a flurry 

of agreements has been signed this year between large pharmaceutical companies and QC groups is evidence that the pharmaceutical 

business is not waiting to become engaged. 

Since January, Boehringer Ingelheim and Google Quantum AI have been collaborating on the development of quantum 

methods for use in in silico drug modelling and medicine formulation. A month later, Roche, the largest pharmaceutical company in 

the world, made the announcement that it will be collaborating with Cambridge Quantum Computing to speed up the process of 

developing treatments for the early stages of Alzheimer's disease. 

 

12. Technology for Continuous Production of Goods 

The pharmaceutical business has just recently adopted the strategy of continuous production. Large pharmaceutical companies are 

boosting their degree of competition in order to assure that prices will be reduced and that treatments will be authorized more rapidly as the 

demand for novel and cutting-edge pharmaceuticals grows. Commercial pharmaceutical finished product production is now underway, and 

both the European Union and the United States have approved the use of small-molecule medications. In the APAC area, it is still in its 

infancy, and only a small number of providers are actively using it in their operations. 

Both the United States and Europe are home to 80% of the suppliers. In APAC, there aren't many businesses that use continuous 

production. Many businesses have invested in this technology recently in an effort to increase their capacities and capabilities. 

There are a number of possible benefits, but the following are some of the more significant ones: • a cheaper cost; fewer employees; less waste; 

a shorter development time; and less costly utilities. 

Only 30% more space is needed for continuous manufacturing than for batch manufacturing. Less product is at risk at any given time 

due to the equipment's smaller size, higher quality, and decreased likelihood of scaling-up problems. This is also due to the flexibility of batch 

size, the smaller product footprint, a more efficient use of the equipment, the potential for real-time release, the ease of automation, the 

enclosed process, and the decreased operator exposure. 

Disadvantages include 

Cleaning equipment that is smaller could require disassembly, and a single CM line might only be able to handle a limited 

selection of products, both of which would make product switching a more challenging process. 

Greater than sixty percent of companies provide this technology for APIs. However, there are just a few businesses that 

really manufacture pharmaceuticals. Within eight years, 70 percent of the commodities with the highest volume as a whole 

implemented CM, this resulted in a 33 percent increase in output thanks to the reduction of waste and the acceleration of the 

manufacturing and testing cycles. 

Final Thoughts 

The COVID-19 pandemic's one and only saving grace may be that it provided the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries 

with a dire need for a wake-up call. Pharmaceutical and healthcare companies are currently reviewing their procedures and seeking 

for innovative ways to increase productivity. 

The section labeled "Pharmaceutical Industry Trends & Startups" is an example of how little of the patterns we discovered 

throughout our extensive study are included in this report. Nanotechnology, vaccination technologies based on mRNA, and low-

volume manufacturing will all fundamentally alter how business is conducted today. A corporation needs to be open to embracing 

new opportunities and developing technologies as they emerge if it wants to gain a competitive edge.  

Companies must first make every effort to assist in overcoming the difficulties now faced. To build a strong foundation for cyber 

resilience and make sure that your team has the skills necessary to effectively implement digital transformation, it is essential to 

undertake a security assessment. 

It's probable that the number of mergers, acquisitions, and initial public offerings (IPOs) in the healthtech sector may rise as 

investors swarm to support new businesses and healthcare initiatives. 
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